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It has been helpful to read of the innovation being shown by many corps in distributing the
weekly Army papers - Salvationist, Kids Alive!, War Cry - at a time when programs are ceasing,
public movement is being restricted and heralds are being advised not to take to the streets and
pubs. Salvationist continues to be a prime means for keeping the territory updated; Kids
Alive! is proving to be a great resource for keeping our children connected, and War Cry has
been a welcome addition to many food parcels and as an encouragement slipped into people's
letter boxes.
We are, however, aware that many corps are finding it hard to distribute the papers and so it
has been agreed that they will be available digitally as well as in hard copy until we are
permitted to hold Sunday meetings. If you wish to keep receiving your usual order of papers, you
need to do nothing and they will arrive each week. You may even want to give some thought to
increasing your orders of War Cry and Kids Alive! if you can use them for pastoral or outreach
purposes. Some corps have had soldiers 'adopt a street' and distribute papers to their neighbours
to help them feel connected.
If you wish to view - and promote to your corps and staff - the magazines digitally, they will be
freely available each week on the territorial website. If you require a pdf version (to email out
or to print out), simply email the publication's dropbox listed at the front of each paper, and the
staff will arrange for a pdf file to be emailed to you.
All orders changed in response to the pandemic will automatically revert to pre-shutdown
quantities as soon as restrictions are lifted.
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